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� Focuses on the problem of simulating the local motion 
and global wayfinding behaviors of high density crowds 
moving in a natural manner within dynamically changing 
complex virtual environments. 

� HiDAC: (High Density Autonomous Crowds). applies a 
combination of psychological and geometrical rules 
layered on top of and extending a social forces model. 
HiDAC exhibits a wide variety of emergent behaviors 
from agent line formation to pushing behavior and its 
consequences, based on the current situation, 
personalities of the individuals and perceived density of 
the crowd.

� Emergent behaviors achieved: bi-directional flows, 
queuing, elimination of vibration, pushing, falling and 
panic propagation. 

Extending the social forces model:
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Panic can appear to spread through the crowd based on the panic propagation parameter. Agents in 

panic will exhibit faster movements and increased willingness to push others if necessary.

Panic propagation8888

Variety of emergent behaviors where agents avoid fallen victims by walking around them when the 

density of the crowd is low.  When the density is high, agents may be pushed over the fallen victim.

Falling agents becoming 

new obstacles
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Keep track of the agents currently crossing a portal to perform efficient collision detection test when 

agents are moving between rooms.

Efficient collision detection 

in doors
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Agents with smaller pushing thresholds are more likely to push others away when they are in panic. 

Pushing behavior emerges when groups of agents are pushed off course by the crowd.

Realistic pushing behavior

Agents can react to changes in the environment by modifying their route in real time. Real-Time reaction to 

environment changes

Lanes emerge naturally when large groups of agents try to walk through a door. Line width varies in 

accordance with the tangential weights applied.

Emergent queuing behavior

Natural counter-flows for different density crowds.  Also, overtaking behavior exhibited when agents 

with different velocities walk in the same direction and there is not immediate oncoming traffic. 

Natural bi-directional flow 

and overtaking

More realistic movement for high density crowds, where agents do not appear to vibrate continuously.Eliminate shaking behavior

Fast perception method (linear cost) that proves to be sufficient for local movement.Fast perception

Summary of ResultGoal

Eliminate Shaking:

Natural Bidirectional flows 
and overtaking:

Organized Behavior – Queuing:

Current Problems:Current Problems:

� Social Forces: look closer to particle animation 
than human movement. Vibration problem. 

� Rule Based: either do not consider collision 
detection and repulsion at all, or adopt very 
conservative approaches through the use of waiting 
rules.  Good for low densities in everyday life 
simulation, but lacks realism for high density or 
panic situations.

� Cellular Automata: limit the movement of the 
agents, and tend to look like a checkerboard when 
the density is high.

Our Method:Our Method:

Pushing Behavior: Panic propagation:

A

Falling Agents:

Parameters affecting agent’s behavior: Fast Perception:

Efficient Collision detection:

LowestMediumHighestPriority

Can walk overCan be pushedNon-traversableClassification

Fallen agentsWalking agentsWalls and columnsObject

Repulsion Forces:
Priorities:
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Against Agents:                   Against Walls:

Real-Time reaction to 
environment changes:

� Influence disks used to trigger waiting rules

� Emergent behavior observed: Queuing

� Avoidance forces of different intensities lead to different 
line formation (i.e. narrower or wider lines)

� Braking forces applied depending on the direction 
of the repulsion forces.

� Result: reduces the particle shaking appearance.

� Still allows body contact and thus pushing.

� Avoidance forces 
affected by:

� Distance to 
obstacles.

� Relative directions.

� Density.

� Right preference 
when facing 
oncoming traffic.

� Priorities assigned to 
obstacles affecting 
the intensity of the 
tangential forces

� Collision response provides pushing behavior.

� Different agents have different pushing thresholds which leads to some agents being able to push others while not 
getting pushed themselves.

� Panic propagation achieved by perceiving others in panic and changing behavior (increasing speed,  reducing 
pushing thresholds, canceling stopping rules, etc)

� Impatience:

� if bottleneck, and 
alternative route 
known, then choose 
a different path

� Doors opening or closing:

� if path being followed 
appears blocked then 
choose an alternative route 
if we know one, otherwise 
start exploring.

� Fallen agents become new obstacles.

� Weak avoidance forces but no repulsion, which 
leads to:

� In low densities: other agents will walk around.

� In high densities, other agents may get pushed 
and have to walk over the fallen agent.

� For each obstacle ahead of the 
agent, calculate:

� Distance

� Angle

� This information determines 
which is the most relevant 
obstacle in the current trajectory.

� Collision detection 
calculated against 
agents and objects:

� Within the same 
room

� Around a door, in 
case we are 
crossing it.

� Keep track of 
agents within a 
room and current 
agents crossing 
doors.

� Attractor points appear before and after each 
door to steer the agent.

� The next door to be crossed and its attractor 
is given by the high-level module (based on 
distances and environment knowledge) 

� The low-level module steers the agent 
towards the designated attractor

� WAttrac,WWalls, WObst, WOtherAgents
and WFallenAgents: weights that indicate 
how much each of these elements should 
affect the total force fTotal

� If any of those elements in the environment 
were overlapping with the agent, then the 
weight for that particular force would be 0, 
which indicates that it has to be treated as 
a response.

� Different objects have different 
priorities when applying repulsion 
forces

� This priorities apply when several 
objects may overlap 
simultaneously.

� If the obstacles belong to the 
same priority level, then the total 
repulsion force is the sum of the 
individual forces.


